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Useful objects from old Christmas trees
The tradition of cutting Christmas trees is long and revered, but a little sad too. Vibrant green saplings are cut down
in the flush of youth for a couple of weeks as centerpieces, then consigned to oblivion in the alley or chipper. It’s
possible, however, to give them much longer, if less tinselly, lives as utilitarian household objects like hooks and
mallets.
Look for cast-off trees with widely spaced and stout branches: some fir species are particularly good. Remove the
foliage and excess branches and cut the tree into pieces when fresh. Then set the wood aside to dry for a couple
months or it’ll be very sticky and difficult to work. Remove the bark with a pocket knife and sand the wood smooth
with medium grit paper. Apply a 50/50 mix of turpentine and linseed oil for a natural look or use milk paint for a
velvety colored finish. Milk paints are non-toxic and are available at Originate or at Woodworkers in Tucson. Use
them only for indoor objects.
Pendant hooks are great outdoors for airing clothes or hanging heavy laundry like blue jeans. Indoors, they work
well for stowing pots and other kitchen utensils. They’re remarkably strong for their size: I first saw wooden hooks
in South America where they were used for displaying huge chunks of raw meat at open butcher stalls. Choose a
piece of trunk with well spaced strong branches. Clean and finish as described above and put a 1/2 inch eye hook
in the top. Add a smaller one in the bottom, if you wish, to hang decorative elements like snipped metal leaves (see
above), beads, or pine cones. If the branches are of sufficient diameter, they can be notched on top so objects hang
on better.
Wall mounted hooks are made by cutting vertical slices through a trunk section that includes short stubs of
branches. A bandsaw is makes this easy work. The wood can be stripped of bark, left natural, or painted.
Countersink two holes in the body of the hook and attach it to the wall with strong screws and anchors.
Larger branches, when sliced off with a chunk of the trunk, make a durable mallet. They’re handy for breaking up
bags of frozen ice cubes, butterflying chickens and turkeys, and many other kitchen tasks that take a bit of brute
force.
These are just a few uses I’ve found. I’d like to hear other ideas from you!
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Indigo bush (Dalea versicolor v.
sessilis)

Seed and field grown ocotillos

In the next issue:

“Indigo bush” is a generic term for
many species of Dalea, but this is a
local that can be found in the Santa
Catalina mountains. Like its relatives,
it is a fine textured shrub with bluegray compound leaves and pea-like
flowers. This one forms a low mound
3 feet tall and wide with masses of
pink/purple blooms from late fall into
early spring.

With their dramatic form and torches
of red flowers, ocotillos are favorite
accents for southwest landscapes. But
they can be exceedingly frustrating to
grow from bare-rooted specimens and
losses exceeding 50% are not
uncommon.

• Controlling packrats (or at least
trying…)

When established, it should require a
good soak only every 3 or 4 weeks
and in water harvesting swales, it
might survive without additional
irrigation. Indigo bush benefits from a
hard pruning in late spring to keep it
more compact.
Combine it with winter dormant and
coarse textured plants for best effect.
Some good garden mates are Ocotillo,
Santa Rita prickly pear (especially the
bluer ones), many Agaves, and Desert
spoons. For complementary color,
pair it up with the yellow flowered
version of Chuparosa (Justicia
californica), which has a similar bloom
season.
Note that honeybees love Daleas, so if
you have bee allergies, avoid them all.

Seed or field grown plants offer a
much greater chance of success. Seed
grown ocotillos are available most
often in 5 gallon containers and plant
out at 4 to 6 feet tall. They seem small
but grow fairly quickly and reach a
respectable size within 5 years.
Field grown plants are available in
boxes as mature specimens. They
create an instant effect but are
considerably more expensive to
purchase, ship, and plant. On large
projects with many ocotillos, a mix of
the two sizes works well.
Check out Plants for the Southwest at
Blacklidge and Stone. They’re a good
source for seed grown ocotillos. Field
grown plants are available from
Mountain States Wholesale Nursery in
Phoenix and you can purchase them
through nurseries or landscape
designers.

• Staking young trees
• An “Ecological sculpture” tour and a
studio event
• Desert zinnia (Zinnia acerosa)


GARDENING WHERE WE LIVE
This popular two-part class is for
newcomers to Arizona and
newcomers to gardening. Greg
Corman and Lynn Hassler share their
Tucson gardening experiences, from
designing landscapes to growing
plants in what can be a difficult
environment for the uninitiated.
Tohono Chul Park
Sat. Jan. 23 and Jan. 30 / 1 - 4 pm
$16 members/$20 general public


Feel free to forward this newsletter to
friends or have them contact me to get
on the mailing list. Past issues are
available at GardeningInsights.com.
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* Eco-friendly ways to save water, avoid chemicals, and encourage wildlife
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